We have studied the production of acollinear muon pairs in e+e-interactions using the MAC detector at PEP. The results are totally accounted for by the QED process e+e-+ e+e-p+p-and e+e-+ p+p-r in which only the muon pairs are detected. We have also searched for the production of the supersymmetric partners of the muon. The existence of a spin-0 supersymmetric partner of the muon with a mass < 13.8 GeV/c2 is excluded at the 95% confidence level. 
in which the muon pairs are produced by the collision of the bremsstrahlung photons from the beam electrons [see Fig. l(b) ], occurs at a rate about three orders of magnitude higher than the annihilation cross section.2 [The total cross section for reaction (1) is about 120 nb at a center-of-mass energy Ec.m.= 29
GeV.] Reaction (1) usually occurs with the two beam electrons scattered by small angles and therefore not detected, resulting in a final state with only two muons visible. This overwhelming QED background makes the detection of new particle production with a similar final state difficult. However, in contrast to muon pairs from the two-photon reaction (1) which are predominantly coplanar with the beam, the muons from the decay of sl( pairs (we assume So to be the lighter of the supersymmetric partners of the muon) are in general acoplanar. In this paper,
we present an analysis of the dimuon events which have no photon in the detector and the two muons are acollinear by more than 10'. (The studies of collinear and radiative muon pair production via one-photon annihilation have been published previously.3) We have specifically searched for acoplanar muon pairs as evidence for pair production of scL's. The data were taken by using the MAC detector at the PEP e+e-storage ring at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC).
The total integrated luminosity is 46.3 pb -l, all taken at a center-of-mass energy of 29 GeV.
The MAC detector and its trigger have been described elsewhere. Cut 3 is designed to remove cosmic rays and muon pairs from the one-photon muon pair production process e+e--+ p+p-which are mostly collinear. Radiative events e+e-+ p+p-r with the photon detected by the detector are removed by cut 4. The large acceptance of the MAC detector for muons and photons constrains the unseen particles to polar angles less than about 12' from the beam, offering a large rejection factor against these background events. Remaining cosmic-ray background is removed by the timing (5) and vertex (6) constraints.
Background events with at least one electron or pion in the final state, such as e+e-+ r+r--+ p*(e/w)F, e+e-+ e+e-e+e-, and e+e-+ e+e-a+n-, are removed by cuts 7 and 8. In an integrated luminosity of 46.3 pb-', we are left with 5458 events. The luminosity was determined by (1) a small-angle luminosity monitor, (2) measuring large-angle Bhabha scattering, and (3) measuring the reaction e+e-+ ~+p-.~ We h ave used the weighted average of the three measurements to normalize our data. The systematic error of the luminosity was estimated to be about 2%.
--
We have considered the following sources of background:
(1) The remaining beam-gas and cosmic-ray background was estimated to be less than 0.5% by a study of the vertex distribution of the events which passed all the cuts except 6.
(2) The remaining contamination from one-photon muon pair production was calculated by a Monte Carlo program of Berends and Kleiss 5 to be 12.1%
and was subtracted from the data.
(3) The background from r pair production was calculated by a similar Monte Carlo program to be 1.3% and was subtracted from the data. where ,0 is the velocity of the sP and the factor of isin 0p3 is due to the spin-0 nature of the By. The sP is assumed to decay rapidly to a muon and a massless photino isotropically in its rest frame. For light sc('s, the residual muon pairs are mostly back-to-back. For heavier sP's (mass > 3 GeV/c2), the two residual muons are in general acollinear and acoplanar. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the observed acoplanarity distribution is compared with expectations including a 7-GeV/c2 sP. The predicted excess of events at large acoplanarity angles is clearly not supported by the data. The number of expected and observed events are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the assumed mass of the sG1. The horizontal 
